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Data sets 

The previous two exercises have covered the different methods of reading 

data into R, exploring and checking your data for errors, generating derived 

variables and attaching new data or variables to existing dataframes. We have 

also looked at generating and managing matrices and arrays. Within this exercise 

we will be bringing together exercises 1 and 2 by merging two data sets to create 

a new data set. We will be further exploring creating derived variables from 

calculations in our existing data and how to transpose a dataset in R (a far easier 

method than in Excel). 

For this exercise we will be using the Air Quality data set from DEFRA 

(2005) which covers the whole of England, and land use survey data of the North 

East of England  from the Department of Communities and Local Government 

(2007):  

 Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (2007): Ambient Air 

Quality: Scores of Benzene Concentrations at Background and Roadside 

Locations, 2005.  

- Available: http://data.gov.uk/dataset/air_quality_-

_benzene_concentrations 

- Filename: H120305_1634_GeoPolicy_MSOA.CSV  

 Department of Communities and Local Government (2007): Generalised 

Land Use Database Statistics for England 2005.  

- Available:  

http://data.gov.uk/dataset/land_use_statistics_generalised_land_use_database 

- Filename: H240305_1617_GeoPolicy_NE_MSOA.CSV 

 

Merging two data sets 

We are going to extract selected data from each data set to prepare it to 

investigate if there are effects of land use on the levels of benzene and the air 

quality within the North East of England.   

http://data.gov.uk/dataset/air_quality_-_benzene_concentrations
http://data.gov.uk/dataset/air_quality_-_benzene_concentrations
http://data.gov.uk/dataset/land_use_statistics_generalised_land_use_database
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In order to merge files, both (all) files must have the same unique 

identifier for each case (note: not the case.name which is assigned sequentially), 

although not necessarily with the same name. In this case, both the benzene and 

land use files contain the MSOA code, which is unique to each case.  First read 

both files into R under appropriate names.  

If you open the land use file ‘H240305_1617_GeoPolicy_NE_MSOA.csv’, in 

eg Excel, you will note that first 5 rows of the data file contain metadata 

describing the file and  definitions of the columns (variables).  

Since the file also contains rather meaningless column names, you may 

wish to change them to something more meaningful. It is always a good idea to 

save the revised input data file under a new name, eg by appending ‘_r’ to the 

original filename (before the extension), eg: 

‘H240305_1617_GeoPolicy_NE_MSOA_r_land_use.csv’. 

Figure 3.1: Viewing a CSVfile in a spreadsheet 

 

The five rows of metadata which lie above the header row must be 

deleted before the file can be read correctly by R. To remove the rows, use 

software such as Excel, or a format neutral file editor such as Notepad++, to 

produce a file that has the column names in the first row, followed by the data. 

Here, we have read the data into an R data frame called ‘landuse2005’. 
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All files must be sorted in the same order on the common unique 

identifier, so that once merged, all cells in any one case all describe the same 

entity:  

 

#Ensure both files are in the same order  

#i.e. sort alphabetically on the MSOA Code 

landuse2005<-landuse2005[order(landuse2005$MSOA_CODE),] 

benzene2005<-benzene2005[order(benzene2005$msoa.code),] 

 

It is a good idea to know how many cases and vectors (columns) each 

object being merged has before running the merge command, as well as noting 

which vectors (variables) have the same names: 

 

#Number of cases and vectors in each file 

dim(landuse2005) 

[1] [1] 342  23 

dim(benzene2005) 

[1] 7194   12 

names(landuse2005) 

names(benzene2005) 

 

Box 2 contains the notes relating to the abbreviations used in each data set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Box 2: Notes on the abbreviations used in the Benzene air quality and Land 

use data sets 

The Benzene Emissions data are various measures of Benzene emissions in 

2005 in different types of land use:  “Dom”= Domestic, “Comm” = 

Commercial, “Road.Trnp” = Road Transport, “LA_NAME” refers to the local 

authority and “region” to the Government Office Region (“GOR”) with 

appropriate codes.  

 

The  Land Use survey breaks down the areas of land used for different purposes 

by region, local authority and by towns themselves.  All measures are of land 

area ('000m
2
), by use. 
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The screen shot in figure 3.2 can also be consulted on notes relating to the 

abbreviations used in each data set.
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Figure 3.1: The abbreviations used in the Benzene and Land Use data sets.  
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The next step is to extract the relevant columns of data from each file and 

attach them to a new data frame.  

N.B. at this stage you may choose to use the matching techniques we saw 

in Exercise 2 using which() to tidy up the benzene2005 data frame by selecting 

only those rows relevant to the North East of England. 

There are different methods that achieve the same result. The first 

method uses cbind() to attach an object column-wise to an existing data frame. 

This method can only be used if the objects being merged have the same number 

of cases (rows). In this case, the two files do not have the same number of cases.  

(3) The simplest method, given the unequal number of rows in our two 

files, is to use merge() to combine the two data frames in a new data frame.  

 

In our example, all column names in both landuse2005 and benzene2005 

are in upper case, and the heading of the column on which we are matching, 

“MSOA_CODE”, is identical. However, there will be occasions where you will need 

to (a) either change column names to the same name before attempting a merge, 

or (b) specify in the merge command which common columns to match in the 

merge operation: 

 

Landair<-

merge(landuse2005,benzene2005,by.x="MSOA_CODE",by.y="MSOA_CODE

", all=T)  

dim(Landair) 

 [1] 7194   34 

 

Note: the ‘all=T’ specification instructs R to include all cases from both files, 

including those that have no match in the other file. 

When using merge() to combine data frames, R attempts to combine columns 

with the same names and the same values. If columns have the same values but 

different names, the information is unnecessarily duplicated in the output data 

frame. We can use subscripts to specify which columns from benzene2005 and 

landuse2005 to include in the output data frame: 
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Landair2<-merge(landuse2005,benzene2005[,6:11],by.x = 

"MSOA_CODE", by.y = "MSOA_CODE", all=T)  

dim(Landair2) 

[1] 7194   28 

We now have a new data frame with all the data for land use and benzene 

air quality in the North East of England, ready for analysis.  

You can quickly generate a summary of the distribution of each variable 

in the merged dataframe using: 

 

summary(Landair2) 

 

You should also save the data frame either only in the current R 

workspace image, or, preferably, also as a permanent file in a format that can be 

read by other software. 

 

The following will write a csv-format file, with column header row, and a 

case.name field with no column header (ie it will be suitable for reading back 

into R, but would require editing to add a variable name for case.name before 

reading into any other statistics package): 

 

write.table(Landair2,file="M:\\RDM\\Arrrr\\MANTRA-R-Practical-

datafiles\\landair2.csv",append=F,sep=",") 

 

Manipulating your data in R 

Using for(i in (range)) is a very handy looping tool. It is another way 

of applying calculations across a range of data.  As an example we will use 

matexample: 

 

# Looping 

matexample 
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mean(matexample[,3]) 

meandiffs <- as.factor(seq(1,4,1)) 

for (i in matexample[,3]) { 

meandiffs$i <- matexample[,3] - mean(matexample[,3]) 

} 

 

Transposing your data in R 

 

There may be instances where you will need to transpose your data, for 

example for multivariate analysis. This is achieved simply by creating a new 

object using t(): 

rivertrans <- t(riverquality) 

rivertrans  

fix(rivertrans) 

 This concludes the third and final exercise of the Data Handling in R 

practical. 

 

 

 


